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Randomized Controlled Trial Demonstrating Cost-Effective Method of Olfactory Training in Clinical Practice: Essential Oils at Uncontrolled Concentration

Zara M. Patel, MD; Sarah K. Wise, MD, MSCR; John M. DelGaudio, MD

Objectives: Published data examining the efficacy of olfactory training (OT) has used standardized concentrations of odorants and the Sniffin' Sticks testing method. Although well-validated, these methods are costly and time-intensive for the average otolaryngology practice. The purpose of our study was to evaluate the efficacy of using essential oils at random concentrations and the University of Pennsylvania Smell Test (UPSIT) for training and testing, and compare this with the existing data on OT.

Study Design: Randomized Clinical Trial

Methods: Patients presenting to a tertiary care rhinology center with subjective loss of smell and olfactory loss measured by UPSIT were randomized to OT or control for 6 months. Only patients with loss of smell greater than one-year duration, and loss associated with post-infectious and idiopathic etiologies were included. Baseline UPSIT was compared to 6-month UPSIT. An accepted 10% change or better was used to establish a significant improvement on UPSIT.

Results: 43 patients were enrolled. Eight patients were lost to follow-up, with a total of 35 completing the study. Age ranged from 39–71 with an average of 56. Of 19 patients in the OT group, 6 showed significant improvement (32%), while only two out of 16 patients (13%) in the control group improved. Increasing age and duration of loss were significantly correlated to lack of improvement.

Conclusion: Allowing patients to use random concentrations of essential oils to perform OT is as effective as published data using controlled concentrations of odorants for post-infectious and idiopathic olfactory loss.
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Level of Evidence: 1b.

INTRODUCTION

With estimates ranging from 2.7 million to 15 million Americans suffering from chronic olfactory problems and over a quarter of Americans over the age of 65 having documented olfactory loss, the need for a treatment paradigm is evident.1,2 Although basic science research is rapidly expanding our knowledge of the olfactory system, the pathologic mechanisms that lead to the majority of cases of olfactory loss are still poorly understood. This is complicated by numerous etiologies noted in the literature as potentially causing or contributing to smell loss.3 Growing evidence from Europe suggests that a simple protocol known as olfactory training has the potential to improve olfactory function in a significant portion of those suffering from loss from a wide variety of etiologies.4–8 A recent systematic review and meta-analysis confirmed that olfactory training as conducted in those studies is beneficial in patients with olfactory loss.9 However, while the training protocol of specific concentrations of odorants using the Sniffin’ Sticks method of delivery produces standardized data collection for research purposes, it may not be as feasible to use these same methods in a busy otolaryngology practice with patients in charge of purchasing their own supplies for the training protocol. A common practice in centers across the United States treating patients with olfactory dysfunction has been to instruct patients to obtain their own odorants and perform the protocol themselves, but this methodology remains unproven. Our objective was to elucidate if olfactory training with self-purchased essential oils at uncontrolled concentrations would result in the same beneficial results as prior studies using standardized odorant concentrations.

METHODS

Study design was approved by the Institutional Review Board, and all patients enrolled in the study provided written informed consent. Patients were all seen in the setting of a
RESULTS

A total of 43 patients were enrolled in the study. Twenty patients were randomized to the OT group and twenty-three to the control group. Over the course of the six-month trial period, eight patients were lost to follow-up, leaving 35 for final analysis, with 19 in the OT group and 16 in the control group.

Age ranged from 39 to 71 with a mean age of 56. Duration of smell loss ranged from 12 months to 38 months, with a mean of 24 months. There was no significant difference between control and intervention groups regarding age, gender, duration of loss, severity of loss or etiology (idiopathic versus post-infectious).

In the OT group, 6/19 (32%) showed a 10% or greater improvement on the UPSIT, while in the control group only 2/16 (13%) had this result. (Fig. 1) The raw numeric difference between the groups was not statistically significant, but the OT group did reach the primary endpoint of >20% with significant improvement, whereas the control group did not. This is similar to results from the one other RCT published evaluating olfactory training. Both increasing age and increased duration of smell loss correlated with lack of improvement in UPSIT. (Figs. 2 and 3)

Compliance was excellent, at 98% in all patients who remained in the study and were not lost to follow-up. Adverse events were tracked. Two patients in the control arm experienced self-limited nose bleeds during the time of the study. One patient in the OT arm experienced phantosmia for two days (a smell described as “rotten meat”), and another patient in the OT arm experienced nasal irritation, but in neither circumstance did it preclude them from completing the training protocol.

DISCUSSION

Published prospective studies utilizing olfactory training with standardized concentrations of pure odorants have demonstrated varying rates of improvement, with percentage of patients improving from training ranging from 30% to 68%, and with the duration of smell loss and etiology of smell loss also extremely varied in these studies. However, in the only other randomized controlled trial using OT, when including those patients with duration of smell loss greater than 12 months, the percentage of patients experiencing improvement with OT was 26%, compared to 15% in the control group. Our results of 32% of patients showing significant improvement in our OT group compared with 13% in our control group are very similar. Although it sets the bar higher for finding a positive result, we specifically chose to exclude tertiary care rhinology center, and all had subjective loss of smelling ability from either post-infectious or idiopathic etiologies for at least one-year duration. The University of Pennsylvania Smell Identification Test (UPSIT) was used to objectively confirm olfactory loss. If patients were noted to have hyposmia or anosmia on the UPSIT, they were eligible for inclusion in the study. Exclusion criteria were age less than 18, pregnancy, duration of smell loss less than one year, etiology of smell loss other than post-infectious or idiopathic, prior sinus, skull base or brain surgery, and cognitive or psychiatric dysfunction. Patients were then randomized using a computerized random number generator to either the olfactory training arm or the control arm. The control arm received no intervention. The olfactory training (OT) arm was instructed to obtain essential oils of rose, lemon, eucalyptus and clove. Neither brand, concentration nor cost of the essential oils was specified, and patients were allowed to select whichever they preferred, as long as they were of those four scents. Patients in the OT arm were instructed to open each essential oil container, hold it under their nose, and breathe slowly and deeply for 15 seconds. They were then instructed to give themselves a 15 second break in between scents and rotate through all four scents. They were also asked to focus on what they remembered these odors smelling like before their loss of smell while performing this exercise in order to boost concentration. They were told to perform this training protocol twice a day, every day, for 6 months. They were also asked to keep journal entries of each training session to boost adherence to the protocol and provide a way for us to objectively monitor compliance. Patients in this arm were also all contacted via phone or email at three months to monitor and encourage adherence to the protocol at the midpoint. Patients in both the control arm and the OT arm returned to the office at six months and were again tested using the UPSIT. A 10% or greater change in UPSIT score was considered significant (4 points). To detect a medium effect with a power of 0.95 and an alpha of 0.05, we recruited 43 participants. Percent improvement in scores between the control and OT arms were compared with Chi-square testing and p < 0.05 was considered significant. As in the one other randomized controlled trial examining the efficacy of olfactory training, we set our primary endpoint as having greater than 20% of patients in a group achieve significant improvement (double the rate of spontaneous remission within 16 weeks).
patients with olfactory loss less than 12 months, because it is difficult to ascertain how many of those patients are still experiencing spontaneous recovery. In addition, this is also why we placed our primary endpoint to be at least 20% of patients in a group achieving significant improvement, as we wished to avoid any possible confounding from spontaneous remission. It is not possible, based on our study design, to know whether increasing purity and concentration of an odorant may give the training protocol incrementally greater efficacy, but random concentration nonetheless appears equally efficacious.

As we continue to learn more about olfactory training, nuances are beginning to appear suggesting adding more scents to the training protocol and extending the time period can be beneficial in increasing efficacy.\(^{11,12}\) Certainly as we move forward, we will incorporate these new findings into recommended clinical protocols involving essential oils.

We used the UPSIT as our testing methodology and many other studies have used Sniffin’ Sticks. There have been studies performed comparing and validating that clinical change on one is comparable to the other, so we felt this to be a valid comparison.\(^{13–15}\)

Limitations of the study include small number of participants and lack of a placebo in our control group. Although our numbers were small, they were actually similar to numbers in other prospective studies, and although smaller than in the other RCT that was a multi-center study, the fact that we were still able to demonstrate similar results lends credibility to our data.

Lack of placebo is the major limitation of both this study and most of the other studies evaluating this intervention. The two major reasons why we did not have a placebo arm in this study was the likelihood of patients’ friends and family members easily detecting odorless liquids and thus immediately giving away the placebo, as well as the fact that we wanted the patients to purchase essential oils at random concentrations instead of providing them with a “real” and “sham” OT kit. Lack of a placebo also leaves the control arm with no intervention and decreased motivation for testing and follow up, which could certainly have affected the results of this study. One could consider using the UPSIT instead of a full battery testing system such as the Sniffin’ Sticks system as a relative limitation, however as this study sought to simply replicate efficacy of olfactory training that has already been proven using standardized concentrations, the difference in exact testing methodology does not seem as important, as both are accepted methods.

One additional potential confounder is setting our bar of clinical improvement at 10% change, which shows improvement throughout the UPSIT except at the low end of the anosmic range (i.e., a movement from 10 to 15 is a 10% change, but still leaves the patient within the anosmic range). We went back to our initial data collection to evaluate how many patients we were including in our “improved” group that may have fallen into this category. None of our patients that had significantly improved were found in this category, therefore our results remained significant even when evaluating for this potential confounding factor.

A more pure comparison would have been to compare non-standard odorant concentrations with standardized odorant concentrations in our own patient population instead of comparing our patients with data previously published. We were limited by patient population and cost and acknowledge this as a limitation of the study.

### CONCLUSION

With millions of patients suffering from olfactory dysfunction, and little to no evidence that the multiple pills and sprays sold as “cures” provide benefit, olfactory training may give us an opportunity to help these patients. Although still not a cure for many patients, it does offer improvement for some. We now have additional information that variability in the concentration and delivery system of the odorants does not appear to detract from the outcome. Allowing patients to use random concentrations of essential oils to perform OT is as effective as published data using controlled concentrations of odorants for post-infectious and idiopathic olfactory loss.
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